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Autumn 2018

UKLPG’s new Chief Executive 
Peter Westwood looks forward to 

what the future holds for the industry 
as it demonstrates its appetite for growth.

Preparing 
to grow



easy installation metered  
solution using our new 

fixing systems

tough fire 
resistant 

reinforced GRP 

EVOLUTION METER BOX SOLUTIONS SPECIF ICALLY DESIGNED FOR 
LPG AND REDUCING THE WHOLE L IFE COSTS OF OWNERSHIP

Created using computerised 3D design technology, together with the experience of Clesse, the new meter 
housing represents a step forward in functionality, precision and ease of installation in metering solutions. 

From new build to existing housing stock and holiday to residential park home sectors. 

The unique design permits different mounting options and colours whatever the choice of location.
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Welcome
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3 LPG Supply
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Evidence
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the Road to
Zero

10 Conference
round-up

The clocks have gone back, the

first snow has fallen and the LPG

industry is preparing for winter. 

Much activity has taken place over

the summer to bolster the

resilience of LPG supply, as well as

the publication of the UKLPG

Customer Charter and the launch

of the ‘Get Ahead for Winter’

campaign to encourage

customers to order their deliveries

in plenty of time to minimise the

chance of disruption due to any

extreme weather. There are

articles on all of these topics on

pages 3 and 4 so please have a

look. 

Since the last edition of Source,

UKLPG has a new Chief Executive,

Peter Westwood. Peter’s article,

‘Reporting for Duty’, on page 21

outlines his plans for the

association and highlights the

assurance the Government will

be looking to the industry to

provide to ensure we are part of

the off-grid energy future. 

Following the launch of the

Government’s Clean Growth

Strategy last year, the

Government issued two Calls for

Evidence this year in policy areas

critical for the LPG industry.

UKLPG presented strong

evidence in our responses, both

of which are available on our

website. Please read the articles

on page 7 for more information. 

The LPG industry gathered in

Leeds earlier in the year for the

UKLPG Annual Conference. For

a full write-up of the conference,

please see the article on page 10.

Please take a look at the

advertorial section which

showcases the products and

services offered by UKLPG’s

equipment and services members.

A great place to start if you are

looking for suppliers that fully

understand the industry. 

If you have any feedback about

the magazine, please drop me a

line. Contact details for the 

UKLPG team can be found on

page 41.

Lucy Cook, 

Editor, Source
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Following the industry’s

challenging winter UKLPG has

conducted a proactive

engagement programme with

officials in the BEIS Energy

Resilience and Emergency

Response team in order to

strengthen the industry’s winter

resilience processes ahead of

winter 2018/19.

Meetings held with BEIS and DfT

with regards to the relaxation of

drivers’ hours have been

extremely productive, with both

departments pleased with the

positive working relationship that

has been established with them. 

Winter monitoring
and reporting 
In light of the

experiences of

winter 2018/19

and the

additional

evidence that

was requested

by BEIS and

DfT to support

the industry’s

requests for the

relaxation of

drivers’ hours, UKLPG

has taken steps to update

the weekly monitoring and

reporting process. 

For the past 5 years, UKLPG

member companies have

provided basic statistics to

UKLPG each week from mid-

October to Easter covering

customer order levels and

available supply volumes from

the refineries. UKLPG has

worked with members to revise

the reporting template and will

now be collecting additional

data. This data will help to more

clearly identify issues in the

supply chain and support any

future calls for assistance. 

Emergency
Exemption – industry
guidance

UKLPG has received

clarification that the

standard

application

process for a

relaxation of

drivers’

hours will

continue to

be used for

any request

that relates to

supply and

hence the industry

would be using the

reporting data received to

evidence any request. 

For weather related issues the

Emergency Exemption process

will be utilised and UKLPG has

received further guidance and

reassurance from BEIS and DfT

for use of the emergency

exemption in these

circumstances. To aid UKLPG

members in their

understanding of the

emergency exemption, UKLPG

has produced an Industry

Information Sheet ‘IIS037

UKLPG Emergency Exemption

Guidance’ which can be found

in the Members’ Lounge area of

the UKLPG website as follows:

uklpg.org/members

Consumer 
awareness 
To support the internal review 

of winter processes, UKLPG has

also updated its website to

ensure that customers and

members of the public have

access to key winter-related

information. For more

information, please read the

article on the new UKLPG

Customer Charter opposite or

visit the Customer section of

the UKLPG website

uklpg.org/customer-information. 

LPG Supply Resilience
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P R  C A M P A I G N I C U S T O M E R  C H A R T E R   

UKLPG Customer Charter

Please look out for UKLPG’s ‘Get Ahead for Winter’ campaign which kicked off last month. The

aim of the campaign is to encourage customers to get ahead for winter with some top tips to help

prepare for the colder months that lie ahead. Tips include making sure that their boiler and other

gas appliances are serviced annually by a Gas Safe registered engineer and using a programmer

that allows them to set when the heating and hot water comes on and goes off. The main

message conveyed to customers is to check their LPG tank levels and order their delivery in plenty

of time to minimise the risk of disruption should the UK experience extreme weather conditions. 

To follow the campaign, please visit the UKLPG website or follow the

#GetAheadforWinter hashtag on Twitter and Linkedin.

New PR campaign
‘Get Ahead for Winter’ 

UKLPG members are committed to providing outstanding customer care 

and take their responsibilities to customers very seriously. Therefore all 

UKLPG members agree to the principles set out in the newly launched 

Customer Charter.

The Charter covers the following areas in which UKLPG

member companies support their customers: 

1) Cold Weather Priority Delivery
2) Customers with Visual or Aural Impairments
3) Customers in Payment Difficulties
4) Competition in the LPG market
5) Protection embodied in contracted supply 

arrangements
6) Safety Standards
7) Complaints Procedure

To read the Customer Charter in full, please visit uklpg.org/advice/customer-information
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Thanks Emily
Emily Wilson-Gavin has now left

UKLPG after three years with

the association. The UKLPG

Board would like to thank Emily

for her hard work and

commitment throughout her

time at UKLPG and wish her all

the best in the future. 

Welcome
Sophia

Sophia Haywood has joined

UKLPG as Public Affairs

Manager.

A priority area for Sophia will be

to build on the public affairs

activity and lobbying

programme as the

Government make more

detailed announcements on

policy areas that will affect

the LPG industry. 

Welcome Sophia! 

   

Appointed to

lead the trade

association at an

exciting time for the

industry, Peter

commented: “UKLPG has

achieved considerable success

in building awareness of the

many benefits of LPG to the

Government, end users and

stakeholders. 

I am delighted to be asked to

bring my experience to

continue to build on these

successes and take the

organisation to the next level

in response to the

Government’s Clean Growth

Strategy. 

Along with the fantastic

UKLPG team in Kenilworth, I

look forward to

representing the

membership

going forward”. 

UKLPG’s new

Chief Executive,

Peter Westwood

joined the

association in

July following

the retirement of

Rob Shuttleworth

who lead the

organisation for 12 years.  

Peter’s career has spanned

the energy industry with

senior roles in Total, TXU and

E.ON before moving on to lead

Insite Energy, a specialist heat

network metering business. 
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UKLPG
Team News

“ Along 
with the fantastic 
UKLPG team in

Kenilworth, I look forward
to representing the
membership going

forward ”

One out, one in!... Welcome Peter

West
wood

ho!
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T R A I N I N G  &  S T A N D A R D S  

ensure that courses are based

on the new specifications.  

The illustration above highlights

how the gas training process

will work.

• A new sector level EA liaison

group will be set up to enable

a closer working relationship

between UKLPG and the EA

where LPG specific topics

can be discussed in more

detail. Additionally a sub-

sector group will be

A draft training specification

for new entrants into the LPG

industry has been developed

by the Sector Skills Council for

domestic installations. The

UKLPG Training and Skills

working group met in

September to consult on the

draft which will now need to be

ratified by the Sector Skills

Council.

Once agreed the training

specification will be used by

training centres across the UK

to develop their training

courses. The specification will

specify the content and

duration of the course which

will be consistent across all

centres. This will mean that

from 1st October 2018, every

new entrant that wants to work

on domestic LPG installations

will need to undergo

recognised training before

becoming Gas Safe Registered.     

IGEM has successfully applied

to be a ‘recogniser of training’

and will take a lead role in

auditing training centres to

established with the LPG

industry. Through this

initiative the LPG industry will

be able to input into EA

inspector training.

• Flood Preparedness is a HSE

Strategic Topic and a new

Delivery Guide was circulated

to UKLPG members for

comment

For more information, please

contact Richard Hakeem.

New specification for
LPG training courses 

INDUSTRY

TRAINING
PROVIDER

NEW 
ENTRANT

SMB

EMPLOYMENT

ACS

TRAINING
SPECIFICATION

CONSULTATION

AUTHORISER

RECOGNITION
OF TRAININGRECOGNISED

TRAINING
COURSE

ACS - National Accredited Certification Scheme for Individual Gas Fitting Oberatives.  SMB - Strategic Management Board.

New BSI Standard published: 
BS EN 16436-1:2014+A2:2018 
‘Rubber and plastics hoses, tubing and assemblies for use with propane and
butane and their mixtures in the vapour phase. Part 1: Hoses and tubings’ 
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Future
Framework
for Heat
Call for
Evidence
In June UKLPG submitted the

industry response to BEIS’

Future Framework for Heat in

Buildings Call

for Evidence. 

The full and final version of the

submission document can be

found on the UKLPG website

www.uklpg.org/resources.

Following the submission,

UKLPG commenced a

proactive contact

programme with MP’s and

stakeholders to ensure that

the messages and

recommendations are heard. 

Since the closing date for the

Call for Evidence

submissions, UKLPG has met

with BEIS officials to discuss

their initial thoughts and

findings. Aaron Gould, the Heat

Team’s Policy Advisor informed

UKLPG that they had received

140 responses to the Call for

Evidence in total from a range

of stakeholders and interested

parties. The team had read

through the responses and

provided the Minister, Claire

Perry, with a summary of the

submissions and some initial

recommendations..  

UKLPG

understands

that the

Minister intends

to make

announcements

before year end

about how this

policy will be

progressed and

the legislative

(and possibly

regulatory)

proposals that they are

considering. A full consultation

regarding the proposals will be

released in early 2019. 

Energy
Performance
Certificates
Call for
Evidence
UKLPG has also responded to

BEIS’ Call for Evidence into the

use of Energy

Performance

Certificates

(EPCs). 

An EPC gives a

property an

energy

efficiency rating

from A (most

efficient) to G

(least efficient)

and is valid for 10 years.

The Government is seeking views

from industry in support of its

Clean Growth Strategy, to gain a

more detailed understanding of

how EPCs are performing and to

gather feedback on ways they

might be further improved,

extended or streamlined.

The LPG industry

has long argued

that EPCs are a

flawed tool to

measure the

energy efficiency

of off-grid

properties. This is

because the EPC

calculation

BEIS Call for Evidence
& recommendations 

The
850,000 homes usingoil use on average 16,000kWhper annum. If all homes were toconvert to LPG this would deliver animmediate CO2 saving of at least 30% perproperty (13% from the fuel and the restdelivered through the use of a more efficientgas boiler, particularly vs the existing oilboiler stock). Even before the applicationof bioLPG or advanced technologies,LPG can deliver savings of1,054,088 tonnes of CO2 perannum immediately.

Non-domestic buildings
There are tens of thousands of businesses operating from
off-grid Britain that require efficient, cost effective andreliable fuel to keep their businesses running and remaining
competitive. LPG offers a low cost, low carbon andefficient solution to meet these businesses’ energy needs. • In the hospitality and leisure industry many hotels, pubsand golf clubs are located off thegas grid and rely upon LPG

to provide instant, reliable
heat and hot water. 

• Manufacturing plants and factories require space andprocess-heating to power industrial ovens, kilns andfurnaces for their business needs. 
• The British agricultural sector depends upon LPG fuelsfor processes such as crop drying, poultry rearing andgreenhouse heating, all of which are critical to the British
farming and food industry

• Logistics and transport businesses can also turn to LPGto power their NRMM (Non Road Mobile Machinery) –many are converting their forklift truck fleets to LPG tocut carbon and pollution, and improve theirenvironmental performance.

Overview
UKLPG enthusiastically welcomed the UK Government’s
Clean Growth Strategy commitments that were launched
by the Department for Business, Energy and IndustrialStrategy’s Minister Claire Perry in October 2017 and theproposals for decarbonising all sectors of the UK economy
through the 2020s.

The LPG industry is fully committed to support BEISthrough the development and delivery of their CleanGrowth Strategy policy ambition in off gas grid locations,
which is to phase out the installation of high carbon fossil
fuel heating.

The UKLPG response to BEIS’ Future Framework for Heat
in Buildings Call for Evidence highlights the role that LPG
already plays in delivering reliable low carbon heating tohomes and businesses that are located off the gas grid.

The submission provides answers and evidence to BEIS in
relation to their questions about cleaner heatingtechnologies for off gas grid properties and demonstrates
how LPG fuelled systems and technologies that are already
providing heating to hundreds of thousands of homes and
businesses can simply and effectively displace high carbon
fossil fuels and deliver immediate carbon savings.
Beyond this the UKLPG response sets out a deliverypathway plotting how the LPG industry can deliver future
off-grid heating that is aligned with the 2032 and 2050carbon budgets, through high efficiency gas poweredtechnologies and the incremental deployment of bioLPG
into the supply chain.

This submission concludes by highlighting the benefits of
gas powered heating solutions and the opportunity tomaximise delivery of these measures through a series of
recommendations to BEIS.

Source: BEIS Greenhouse gas reporting - Conversion factors 2016
Source: National Atmospheric Emissions Inventory (NAEI) 2016
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LPG

Kerosene
Fuel oil

Industrial coal
Electricity

Increase 
in CO2
emissions 
relative to LPG

----

12%

23%

44%

78%

Increase 
in N2O
emissions 
relative to LPG

----

197%

197%

2054%

864%

There 
is no heating 

process currently
fulfilled by coal or 

oil that cannot 
be replaced 

by LPG

LPG solutions 2050 timeline

Domestic buildings

BioLPG

Oil to LPG Switch
‘A’ Rated 

LPG Boiler & Heating
Controls

LPG tank and pipework installed
hassle-free by LPG supplier

Innovative Technologies
• LPG Boiler & ASHP

• LPG Powered Heat Pump• LPG MCHP for larger properties• LPG Microgrid/Heat Network for multiple properties• Commercial Heat Agricultural CHP/MCHP• LPG Fuel Cells

Bio Solutions
Incremental deploymentof bioLPG into the

supply chain

2020’s
2030’s

2050

H C C C

H H H

H H H

H

BioLPG

H C C C

H H H

H H H

H

LPGEasy to Use
Chemically identical to standard LPGand can be blended up to 100%  

Renewable
BioLPG is made from completelyrenewable crops and waste feed stocksCleaner

BioLPG is far cleaner than fossil fuelalternatives often used in ‘off-grid’ areas,and could provide GHG savings of up to80% relative to its conventionalcounterparts

The Future
BioLPG can be used in over a thousandapplications, including cooking, heatingand agricultural uses

The Clean Growth Strategy clearly expressed the Government’s
intention to reduce emissions from heating the 850,000 homes
currently not connected to the gas grid in England and that 
use oil for heating. Of these there are some 400,000 problematic standard efficiency oil boilers that need to be
addressed most urgently by Government if its 2050 decarbonisation targets are to be met. 
The most consumer friendly and cost effective solution to reduce
carbon emissions immediately is to replace these inefficient oil
boilers with an LPG boiler and system. 

Biopropane, available now in the UK, ischemically identical to conventionalpropane and is renewable

To read the full submission visit -
https://www.uklpg.org/resources/uklpg-response-to-a-future-framework-for-heat-in-buildings

UKLPG response to

A Future F
ramework

for Heat in
 Buildings 
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UKLPG has produced a synopsis leaflet
for our stakeholder lobbying activity for
each of these Calls for Evidence. We
urge all members to join us in promoting
our messages to their own MP’s and
contacts. Please contact Becki Johnson
if you would like some hard copies of
these synopsis documents to share with
your local contacts.
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C A L L  F O R  E V I D E N C E I C Y L I N D E R  I N S P E C T I O N   

The Health and Safety

Executive (HSE) and

Department for Transport

(DfT) has commissioned

UKLPG to develop a new

Code of Practice on the

periodic testing of cylinders. 

UKLPG members welcomed

the news, stating that their

companies would benefit from

having a bespoke cylinder

periodic inspection regime in

the UK which, whilst

maintaining high levels of

safety, would reduce

inspection costs. 

UKLPG has scoped out the

content of the new Code with

members and has identified

insufficient guidance in 

EN 1440 which could be

improved. UKLPG will be

working closely with the

Health and Safety Executive

(HSE) to ensure that regulator

expectations regarding

content of the Code continue

to be met and in order that the

technical content is accepted

within ADR provisions. 

UKLPG is aiming to publish the

new Code within 12 months.

For more information, please

contact Richard Hakeem.

methodology focuses primarily on

running cost (£) rather than units

of energy consumed (kWh) which

causes specific distortions in

energy efficiency ratings between

properties that use different fuels.

This is a particular problem for off-

gas grid properties where all fuel

options (heating oil, electricity,

solid fuel or LPG) are more

expensive than natural gas. Off-

grid properties are instantly

disadvantaged as their location

dictates their fuel options which

automatically result in lower EPC

ratings. 

Back in October 2017 the

Government released its Clean

Growth Strategy (CGS) detailing

proposals for decarbonising all

sectors of the UK economy

through the 2020s. The CGS

green paper explicitly references

using EPCs as the mechanism by

which improvements in energy

efficiency and performance

standards will be driven and

measured. It is now more critical

than ever therefore that EPCs are

accurate in order to be an

effective tool to achieving

Government aims.

UKLPG maintains that to achieve

meaningful energy efficiency

improvements and performance

standards both on and off the

grid, EPCs should be calculated to

encourage investment in building

fabric and energy efficiency

measures irrespective of a

property’s input fuel.  

The UKLPG response to the Call

for Evidence focused on five key

lines of argument. 

LPG customers are switching

to higher carbon oil to meet

the minimum energy

efficiency standard (MEES),

contrary to Clean Growth

objectives

The same building can be

awarded different ratings

depending on whether it is

considered a residential

dwelling or a business

No other EU country

includes fuel cost in their

EPC calculation

methodology

Buy to let mortgages have

been refused due to lower

EPC ratings caused by fuel

costs

UKLPG is aware of at least

seven uses of the familiar

‘Energy Rating’ infographic

including properties, washing

machines and lightbulbs, all

of which use different

calculations but focus on

energy efficiency

Through these points, UKLPG has

provided evidence of the negative

consequences that have already

been observed as a result of the

way in which EPCs are currently

calculated.

To read the full submission, please

visit uklpg.org/resources.  

1
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LEEDS 2018

Conference 
round-up
#ShapingOurFuture

L E E D S  C O N F E R E N C E  2 0 1 8  R O U N D - U P

The LPG industry gathered in Leeds earlier in

the year for the UKLPG Annual Conference held

at The Met Hotel on 3rd May. 

Thank you to all members and delegates who attended, the

UKLPG team hope you found it inspiring, enjoyable and

beneficial to you and your companies. The team was delighted

by the high number of members who travelled to Leeds and trust

that the wide range of presentations delivered were of interest

and value.

Members were welcomed with refreshments and a chance to

network with other colleagues and stakeholders in the LPG industry.

The conference was opened by the UKLPG Chair, George Webb, who

welcomed delegates to the conference and introduced a short video

showcasing the successes of UKLPG over the last year which was

followed by an animation highlighting the opportunities and challenges for

the industry.

Rob Shuttleworth, the UKLPG Chief Executive, facilitated an interactive session

which gave members an opportunity to join in the debate on how best to

maximise the potential for the industry, ask questions and vote on topics that

arose as part of the discussion.

After the coffee break, Ruth Richmond from the Department of Business, Energy and

Industrial Strategy spoke to delegates about the Government’s energy policy. 

Jeff House from Baxi gave the audience a perspective on the LPG opportunity from a boiler

manufacturer followed by Sheila Lauchlan who explained the decarbonisation activities of the
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LEEDS 2018

L E E D S  C O N F E R E N C E  2 0 1 8  R O U N D - U P

With thanks to our sponsors:

Thank you to our exhibitors:
KC Pro Supply UK, Clesse UK, Alfons Haar, MannTek and DreamTec

gas grid. The last presentation

before lunch was given by

John Mairs from DfT who

spoke about working with

regulatory authorities.

After a networking lunch,

UKLPG’s Richard Hakeem

opened the session giving an

update on Code of Practice

publications and then

introduced Tony Gee from Pen

Test Partners who gave a live

and amusing example on how

to hack a smart home. The

next presentation was from

Mark Plyte of Flogas Britain

who spoke about LPG Supply

in the UK. He was followed by

Rainer Scharr from Scharr

Industries who presented on

learnings from the continent. 

The last session of the day was

introduced by UKLPG’s Lucy

Cook who welcomed Alison

Abbott from WLPGA to talk

about off-grid growth

examples from the developed

world. The final slot of the day

was given to Andrew Ford

from SHV Energy who

summarised the inputs from

throughout the day, and

discussed how the industry can

reach its full potential by

learning from the past.

George Webb wrapped up the

conference by thanking the

speakers, sponsors and the

UKLPG team. As the

conference was the last one at

the helm for Rob Shuttleworth,

George thanked Rob for his

stewardship through the years

before announcing that Peter

Westwood had been

appointed as the new Chief

Executive and invited Peter to

the stage to say a few words.

The day finished with the

launch of UKLPG’s ‘What is

LPG?’ film which was produced

to showcase the many benefits

of the fuel and is being used as

part of UKLPG’s PR campaign

to communicate the benefits of

LPG to a wider audience. To

view the film please visit

uklpg.org/about/what-is-lpg.

UKLPG sincerely hopes that all

delegates enjoyed the

conference and found it

worthwhile. We look forward to

seeing you at the 2019

conference which will be held at

the Midland Hotel in Manchester

on Thursday 2nd May – please

put the date in your diary,

bookings will open in January. 

Please note: all presentations

from the UKLPG Annual

Conference are available to view

in the Members’ Lounge of the

UKLPG website. The link is as

follows: uklpg.org/members

G O L D  S P O N S O R G O L D  S P O N S O R

I N T E R A C T I V E  S P O N S O R

S I L V E R  S P O N S O R S

G A L A  D I N N E R  S P O N S O R
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E V E N T S  U P D A T E

UKLPG’s Richard Hakeem was invited to present at the Catering Equipment 

Distributor Association (CEDA) Technical Conference in Nottingham in October. 

UKLPG ran two seminar sessions alongside Clesse UK to talk about UKLPG and 

the versatility of LPG, and promote Code of Practice 24 part 3 which highlights 

safety practices for the use of LPG in mobile catering applications.

The seminars were well attended with over 20 organisations in each comprising 

equipment manufacturers, catering organisations, training bodies and 

restaurateurs. Feedback was positive & CEDA has invited UKLPG to work 

with their members to promote the safe use of LPG.  

In parallel, UKLPG will continue to work with the Nationwide 

Catering Association (NCASS) in order to ensure safety practices 

are communicated throughout the catering industry. 

UKLPGAnnual General Meeting

The UKLPG Annual General

Meeting (AGM) was held on

Wednesday 3rd October 2018

at the Warwick Hilton Hotel.

The meeting was opened by

UKLPG Chief Executive, Peter

Westwood, who welcomed all

attendees to the event. UKLPG

Vice Chair, Matthew Hickin

from Calor, supported by

Company Secretary, Chris

Hickman from South Staffs

Industries facilitated the AGM

voting procedures. Members

voted on the Annual Report,

Accounts (ending Dec 2017)

and Minutes of the previous

AGM, which were all passed.

The Annual Report containing

the Accounts plus Minutes of

the 2018 meeting are available

on the Members’ Lounge of

the UKLPG website. The link is

as follows: uklpg.org/members

UKLPG invited Amanda

Cockton from the Health &

Safety Executive to give a

presentation on Leadership

Responsibilities with regards to

COMAH Sites. The UKLPG

team supported by Darren

Moor gave updates on some

current projects including

supply and resilience, winter

preparation, the new Technical

and Safety Management Team

(TSMT) Structure, Safe Load

Pass, new Codes of Practice,

Periodic inspection of

cylinders, Customer-owned

cylinders and Pipework

replacement. Delegates also

heard presentations from some

of UKLPG’s Equipment &

Services members, namely

Clesse UK and KC Pro Supply

UK, and their presentations are

also available on the Members’

Lounge.

UKLPG presents at the Catering Equipment
Distributor Association (CEDA) Conference
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Automotive LPG has been

identified as playing a key role

in helping the UK avert its air

quality crisis and achieve a

zero-emissions transport

future, according to the

Government’s flagship

transport strategy – Road to

Zero – published in July.

With 40,000 deaths in the UK

annually attributed to air

pollution, the

Government is

working

towards a

target where

almost every

car and van

is zero

emissions by

2050. The

Road to Zero

strategy outlines

the roadmap to

achieve this and details a

role for LPG, describing the fuel

as “a good current alternative to

diesel, particularly for vehicles

being used in urban driving

conditions”.

The Road to Zero strategy is

underpinned by the ‘Transport

Energy Model’ – a tool

developed by the Department

for Transport over 18 months –

which sets out the relative

environmental

performance of

different fuels

and

technologies.

The Model

demonstrates

that LPG

vehicles emit

less NOx, CO2

and

particulate

matter (PM) than

both petrol and

diesel vehicles

and even

uncovers

LPG’s

favourability

over full petrol

hybrids.

In the van sector (2.5

to 3.5 tonnes), an LPG van is

estimated to be cleaner in

terms of both CO2 and NOx

than petrol, full petrol hybrid

and even Euro 6 diesel

alternatives. Meanwhile for cars,

an LPG car is estimated to emit

19% less CO2 compared to

petrol, making its performance

similar to that of a full petrol

hybrid car.

The findings of the Transport

Energy Model emphasise

the pivotal role LPG

can play in

emissions

reductions,

especially in

highly polluted,

urban

environments, and

this is reflected in

the strategies laid out

in Road to Zero. The

report supports the retrofitting

of LPG systems, especially for

vans and taxis, as a low cost

alternative to purchasing new

low emissions vehicles.

Furthermore, the report gives

backing for the increased supply

and sustainability of low carbon

fuels such as BioLPG, outlining a

legally-binding 15-year strategy

to more than double their use to

7% by 2032. 

It is clear that in the short to

medium term the Government is

looking to LPG to help clean up

the UK’s polluted air, whilst in the

longer term BioLPG can help the

transport sector transition to a

virtually zero emission future.

Clear role for LPG
in Government’s
Road to Zero
strategy

By Holly Jago, 
Autogas Limited

LPG 
vehicles emit less
NOx, CO2 and

particulate matter
(PM) than both
petrol and diesel

vehicles
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The revolutionary PreciGAS

system is maintenance free,

accurate to 0.3%, small and light.

With full ATEX and MID

approval, the long established

PreciControl system removes

the need for additional 

terminal boxes and 

zone 1 cabinets. 

Our single 

interface allows 

control of all 

measuring unit 

ancillaries, 

additional brackets, and is easy

to set up and use. The system is

available in two sizes, for flow

rates of 100-400 l/min or 250-

1,000 l/min, and is suitable for

propane or butane mixtures.

The revolutionary
PreciGAS system
including pumps and foot valves.

PreciGAS installs directly onto

pipework and requires no 

Telephone: 0113 252 2663    andrew.morton@alfonshaar.co.uk    www.alfonshaar.co.uk
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As one of the UK’s leading

independent plumbing, heating

gas suppliers, BES have offered

fantastic

service for

over 40

years. With

over

15,000

products

always in

stock, BES

have got it!

In fact BES dispatch thousands

of products every week from a

77,000 square foot ‘state of the

art’ warehouse.

Our aim is to achieve same day

dispatch for

every order

received for

next day

delivery

throughout

the UK. 

What’s

more BES

provide FREE next day delivery

on orders over £40. We also offer

a FREE ‘no hassle’ returns service.

Plumbing, heating and
gas supplies...FAST!

Our dedicated sales office 

is open 5 days from 7am till 

late plus Saturday mornings.

Don’t forget you 

can order 24/7 

online. www.bes.co.uk

BES operates a quality management
system which complies with the
requirements of ISO 9001:2008 and
an environmental management
system which complies with the
requirements of ISO 14001:2004.



Clesse UK is the market leader

in providing complete solutions

for pressure regulation

dedicated to LPG.

Our extensive stock profile, and

close relationship with leading UK

and European manufacturers, such

as Cubis, George Fischer, Metrix,

Aiut and Coprim, means your

installation requirements can be

achieved punctually, supported by

experienced technical professionals.

Whether your installation is

cylinder, tank or a

metered

network

supply, we

have the right

products and

LPG Solutions supported

by Technical Expertise
technical support to provide you

with off the shelf or a bespoke

solution.

2018 saw the launch of innovative

products including the new BP24

regulator and our Evolution®

Meterbox.  Next year will be no

exception, with Clesse Industries S.A.

continuing to invest in the

development of new products and

services into the UK LPG market to

improve gas suppliers, LPG installers

service quality and potential.

In addition to supporting local

SME businesses, Clesse UK

was recently a finalist in the

Small Business of the Year

2018 hosted by Hereford and

Worcester Chamber of Commerce. 

In partnership with Heart of

Worcestershire College Clesse UK

are continuously training their

employees via apprenticeship

programmes to provide flawless

customer service and sales support.

Meterbox Video:

http://www.clesse.co.uk/introducing-

our-new-clesse-evolution-meterbox-

video/

Telephone: 01905 842020

sales@clesse.co.uk

www.clesse.co.uk

Cavagna Group –
Advanced Solutions for
Gas Control
Cavagna Group provides

products and technology

solutions to the entire LPG

supply chain from the storage

terminal to the end user.  From

smart metering and IOT

technology, bulk and cylinder

valves and regulators, delivery

truck equipment, vehicle

alternative fuel systems, to the

Greengear range of

environmentally friendly LPG

generators, water pumps and

mowers, Cavagna Group has

the solution.

16
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Telephone: 01332 875878    sales@uk.cavagnagroup.com    www.cavagnagroup.com



Painless
Stainless
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Innovative Computer Software

for Today’s LPG Distributor

CODAS is a suite of software

designed to meet the full range

of specialist requirements for

downstream LPG and Oil

distributors.

From prospecting for business,

customer & sales activities,

scheduling & routing, purchasing

and stock control, to a full

distributors, CODAS is built

upon 45 years’ commitment of

its developers, Computer

Design Systems Ltd., to enhance

and advance the software as

new technologies emerge and

market needs change.

With CODAS as your chosen

software solution, richer

engagement with your

customers and maximised

operational efficiency lies at

your fingertips. With CDS as

your software solutions partner,

unparalleled commitment and

comprehensive support is

guaranteed.

Telephone: 0161 832 9251              sales@codas.com www.codas.com

financial suite supported by a

variety of mechanisms for the

reporting of management

information, CODAS dramatically

improves operational efficiency,

reduces costs and increases

both sales and profitability.

As the UK and Ireland’s number 1

ERP solution for Oil and LPG

Continental have expanded their

range of stainless steel hose

assemblies to cover both the

motorhome/marine markets as

well as to provide an alternative

to rubber hoses on changeover

or single cylinder installations.

The below versions are available: 

• Non-return and Excess Flow

POL x W20 in 750mm and

1000mm lengths

• 21.8LH female nut x W20 – in

500mm, 750mm and 1500mm

lengths

• Handwheel POL x W20 - in

500mm, 750mm and 1500mm

lengths.

The hose and connections are

made from stainless steel, then

armoured with a stainless steel

overbraid and finally a clear PVC

outer sleeve.  The rubber free

design means potential

plasticiser/oil contamination is

minimised.    The hoses are

manufactured in accordance

with ISO 10380, are rodent

resistant, boast

increased

durability in the

field and can

work out more

cost effective

than traditional

rubber hose

assemblies over

the lifespan of an installation.

The range is available in bags

with header card for retail.

Please contact us for further

details.

Telephone: 01508 528060      Mike.Collins@continental-uk.com      www.continental-uk.com



Elaflex are a leading international

company of equipment for use in

safety critical applications in the

LPG industry.

Our products are always "state-

of-the-art"and we are accredited

to ISO 9001 and have the skills

and resources to provide our

customers with the technical

know-how in support of our

products.

Equipment for the transfer of

LPG must provide a high level of

safety throughout.  From the

refinery to the point of use,

operators require reliable

equipment without the risk of

cold burns or unwanted product

release. ELAFLEX does the job!

Hoses – Orange band LPG to EN

1762. Extruded construction with

braided reinforcements gives

unequalled flexibility, pressure safety

and long service life. Our Autogas

dispensing hoses guarantee product

purity and safe, hassle-free refuelling.

Fittings – (ACME, NPT, DIN/ASA

flanges) steel, stainless steel or brass. 

Dry Gas couplings – used at liquid or

vapour transfer points where you do

not want product loss. DG Couplings

will reduce the hazards typically

found with LPG.

Nozzles – Autogas nozzles, ZVG2

w/ACME, DISH, EURO and Bayonet

ELAFLEX does the job...

Telephone: 01992 452950    sales@elaflex.co.uk    www.elaflex.co.uk

types available. Service repair, fully

tested and certified.

Breakaways – All LPG hose

assemblies are available

with reusable safety breaks, which

will separate to avoid spill and

equipment damage.

Hose testing –On-site to UIS 24

(cop14). We come to you! No hassle

sending the hose away. Minimum

downtime. 

Expansion Joints – For piping

systems, installations on board LPG

tankers ERV-OR rubber expansion

joints, considered as best industry

standard.
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Finch has helped UKLPG clients

reduce engineering and health

and safety risks, create more

efficient and reliable processes,

and has advised and defended

clients when incidents occur and

the HSE prosecutes. Our offer

includes,

Blended learning, training and

development through Finch

Academy.

Consultancy, including HAZID,

HAZOP, FMEA/FMECA, PED,

PSSR, TPED, ADR, COMAH,

DSEAR, PUWER, LOLER and

WPT.

Legal support, early and

ongoing, for criminal

investigations following health

and safety or environmental

incidents.

Forensic investigations of

engineering, human or

management failures.

For nearly 30 years, Finch has

helped a wide range of clients

set the new standard in areas

such as machinery safety,

occupational health and safety,

human factors and

documentation. We really

understand how engineering,

people and organisations interact

and we deliver a real-world service

steeped in hundreds of thousands

of hours of industrial experience. 

Finch Confidence.

Telephone: +44 (0) 1530 412 777

enquiries@finch-consulting.com

www.finch-consulting.com

In partnership with you to
advise, investigate, coach
and defend

We are here for you to deal with complexity when people and
engineering come together

E Q U I P M E N T  &  S E R V I C E S  M E M B E R S  A D V E R T O R I A L



A Global Leader
In Changeovers

Cambrian Gas has been

awarded the contract to manage

and supply LPG to Herons Lake

retreat in North Wales. The

contract includes a full telemetry

monitoring system on automatic

changeovers. ITO Europe are

supplying the market leading

TAX 10 OPSO changeover, this

will monitor the installations via

Silicon Controls Gaslog.

For Cambrian Gas it allows

improved logistics from stock

management, planned

economical deliveries, delivery

time reduction and higher levels

of customer service and

satisfaction reducing customer

run-outs to practically zero.

ITO has manufactured over

10,156,000 automatic

changeovers (September 2017

Telephone: 01296 655655                  sales@ito-europe.com        www.ito-europe.com
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figures), the changeover

signal incorporates magnets

so only one signal will be sent,

there will be no false signals

which is imperative in remote

telemetry. 

GLI are one of the largest

Pressure Vessel manufacturers

in Europe, established over 50

years ago, they continue to

develop product and export to

a global market. 

Robert Cato is the UK and ROI

agent and has been involved in

the LPG industry for over 30

years.

LPG vessels are available from

UK stock  I stock static storage

vessels from 1400 Litre to

4600 Litre both above ground

and below ground.

These vessels are supplied

ready for use and are fitted

with standard UK valves.

I can undertake special

projects to build any vessel 

to order with a capacity up 

to 180,000 Litres, Vessels can

be built to meet ARD and

IMDG requirements, for use on

road, sea and internationally. 

LPG Vessels

Contact: Robert Cato    

Mobile: 07770766634      

sales@robertcato.co.uk



MANN-TEK dry gas coupling
for safe handling of LPG - in
liquid or vapour phases
The Dry Gas Coupling has been

developed for a safe and quick

connection and disconnection

of hoses and loading arms to

tank trucks, rail tankers and

tank containers. A safe and

modern alternative to Acme

Couplings. During connection

and after disconnection there is

no spillage. This increases

safety in the loading process of

hazardous fluids.

Suitable for handling a range of

LPG applications - Propane

and Butane but also for other

applications with similar

requirements the Dry Gas

Coupling is quick and easy to

use and low maintenance.

The

robust

design, easy

servicing and

high level of

security assures

safe and frequent

use on a long term

www.mann-tek.com/products/dry-gas-couplings/why-use-dry-gas-couplings

basis. This protects the

environment and

the media

handled,

reduces the risk

of accidents and

saves money.

Where storage space is at a
premium, the Torrexx vaporiser
opens up the opportunity for
increased capacity.
If you rely on natural

vaporisation, there is only one

way to increase capacity—

install more tanks!

The Torrexx vaporiser system

can work as a 'Feed Out', 'Feed

Back' or ‘Backup Monitor'

system.

The 'Backup Monitor' system

uses the vaporiser as an

additional tank supply where

space is at a premium.

Coupled to our ISA telemetry

system, you can monitor all

aspects of the installation

remotely from the comfort of

your office.

KC ProSupply UK can offer a

full installation and servicing

package to cater for all your

needs.

Further gas control can then be

offered through our range of

Cavagna pressure regulators.

Telephone: 01792 224000    sales@kcprosupplyuk.com        www.kcprosupply.com
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The one-stop shop for gas equipment
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In that edition, Rob Shuttleworth

signed off as Chief Executive

and I am now pleased to report

for duty in his place. Rob did an

excellent job for 12 years so I

have a tough act to follow. 

Four months in – so far so good

– but a long way to go to get

close to my predecessor.

As I am sure you are all aware,

the Government has begun to

define a pathway to reducing

emissions in a number of key

sectors, including heating and

transport. The “Clean Growth

Strategy”, published in

October 

2017 set some high-level

targets which then

triggered a number of

studies to identify how

they might be achieved.

Homes account for 13%

of UK carbon emissions,

excluding electricity use.

As part of the effort to

reduce this, one target is to

phase out the installation of

high carbon fossil fuel heating

in new and existing homes off

the gas grid. 

Reporting 
for Duty

“Clearly 
this presents an
opportunity for our
industry to expand
considerably   ”

UKLPG Chief Executive Peter Westwood
considers how the UK LPG industry can be a
crucial part of the UK energy mix in the future

Back in the 

Spring, the 

inaugural edition 

of Source 

magazine was 

published. It 

was a great 

success and I found it 

very informative as I began

my role here at UKLPG.
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Opportunity
knocks

Clearly this presents an

opportunity for our industry to

expand considerably.

The “Call for Evidence: a Future

Framework for Heat in

Buildings”, published in March

2018, was the first step in

developing a policy framework

for the 2020s. It closed for

submissions in June and the

Government’s response is

expected soon. The UKLPG

submission is on our website,

should any of you have missed it.

For transport, “Road to Zero”

was published in July. The

emphasis is on the introduction

of electric vehicles, but it is

accepted that neither the

infrastructure nor the

technology is available yet to

deliver this in full. Road to Zero

recognises the role LPG can

play, replacing diesels in urban

environments to improve air

quality.  

Showcasing LPG

There is still some way to go

before the full implications of all

this work is known. However,

what is clear is that we are in

the middle of a critical phase for

the development of our

industry. If all goes well, and the

signs are positive at the

moment, LPG will be part of the

UK energy future. We, and by

that I mean both you as

members as well as the team

here at UKLPG, must take every

opportunity to showcase LPG

as a credible alternative.

The Government has referred

to the energy ‘trilemma’ for

many years. This is the need to

have an energy policy that

ensures supplies are reliable,

affordable and green.  For

electricity and gas, the drive to

lower prices through increased

competition, along with

difficulties with the

accompanying switching

processes, has

added an

emphasis on

customer

service.

LPG

growth

will only

be

supported

by the

Government if

we are able to

demonstrate that we can

tick all of these boxes too. 

This effectively defines the

work plan for UKLPG. We need

to show we can ensure that the

supply of LPG is reliable, not

only now, but also when we

have twice the number of

customers; we must

demonstrate that we have a

competitive market and that

customers are adequately

protected, even though we are

not currently regulated; and we

will continue to put forward the

benefits of LPG at every

opportunity, including the

arrival of bioLPG which

presents a pathway to a near-

zero emissions future.  

Our political lobbying activity is

essential to ensure LPG has a

strong role in the future UK

energy policy, and regular

marketing campaigns, press

releases and blogs make sure

that we send out frequent

positive messages about LPG.

To back this up though, we must

do the work to ensure that the

dependable, competitive

industry we portray, is in place

and continuing to develop in

readiness for the

growth to come.

Perhaps the

highest

priority is to

plan for

higher

supply

volumes

and greater

resilience in

winter, a

project which is

already underway.

However, whilst influencing

government policy for the future

is important, this is not the only

objective for UKLPG. All the

work we do to support the

current operational challenges

of our industry continues. Much

of this is safety related,

influencing standards and

publishing Codes of Practice so

that installers, equipment

designers, LPG retailers and

users have access to advice on

best practice.

Overall then, plenty to do, but a

very exciting future ahead.

Peter Westwood, 

UKLPG Chief Executive

“What is 
clear is that we are in
the middle of a critical

phase for the
development of our

industry”

Peter
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Our relationship with UKLPG

puts us in a unique position to

understand your business; and

our commitment to UKLPG is

to provide an insurance solution

to each and every member.

Our team will listen to your

concerns and learn as much as

possible about your company

operations, then tailor an

insurance package that provides

comprehensive cover at a

competitive price.

Contact us now and let us begin

to build a bespoke solution for

your business.”

Telephone: 01372 869737  

graham.smerdon@oamps.co.uk

www.OAMPS.co.uk
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Specialist
Insurance Advisors
to Specialist Clients

Orange County UK have

supplied and maintained high

quality equipment to the UK

LPG industry for more than 20

years, including;

Brugg Flexwell LPG - 150,000

metres installed on more than

1,500 UK sites with minimal fuss

or maintenance. All LPG

LPG Pumps
and LPG
Pipework
The safe and
efficient transfer
of liquids and
gases pipework is supplied factory

tested and certified for direct

burial, installation through ducts

or installation above ground (UV

stable).

Ebsray Regenerative Turbine

LPG pumps – several thousand

pumps have been supplied into

the UK LPG market. Ebsray

pumps are extremely quiet,

powerful with very high

differential pressures as standard

(typically 14 bar dP) and reliable

with only a single stage impeller.

Applications include: Autogas,

forklift filling, LPG Depot pumps,

truck pumps, aerosol can filling,

bottle filling and bulk transfer.

For more information or

technical advice please contact

Telephone: +44(0)1388 813433 

sales@orangecounty.co.uk
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Pressure Vessel Services has been

in the LPG industry for many

years.�We sell new tanks and we

provide a service to refurbish

customer owned tanks. 

We pride ourselves on the quality

of our products and services. We

refurbish vessels on site to a high

standard, all vessels are shot

blasted, zinc primer coated and

top coated to a minimum

thickness of 200 microns. The

paint manufacture data sheet

shows it has a life expectancy of

20 years and is suitable for coastal

areas.

We also have a stock of new tanks

which consist of 1410 ltrs, 2200 ltrs

and 4600 ltrs both above and

below ground. All above ground

tanks are fitted with metal lids

which we manufacture on site. 

As an addition to our underground

tanks we also manufacture our

own concrete bases, these are

designed as anchorage for most

underground vessels. 

The valve configuration has been

adapted so that the regulators can

be positioned under the metal lid. 

The lifting eye is off set so that the

tank bracket can be fitted to

accept the galvanised pipe direct

from the regulator. 

PVS operate crane vehicles and

can provide a delivery service 

Telephone: 01422 201331

pvsltd@btconnect.com

Easing customers’ pressures
with the finest LPG tanksPVSPVS

In 2017 SSI procured the land

where our facility operates

from, allowing us to invest in

the plant machinery and

infrastructure. 

Our top priority was the

upgrade of the powder

coating facility. The aim was

not just to improve the

efficiency, but also to increase

the quality of the cylinder

surface coating and to provide

a cleaner working

environment. A win/win for

efficiency and for the ongoing

health and safety of our team.

SSI invests in a state of the
art powder coating line

Telephone   : 0121 522 2373    chris@southstaffsindustries.com    www.southstaffsindustries.com



Established in 2007, Tankertech

Ltd specialize in providing

services to the LPG Industry

within the UK and Channel

Islands. 

Currently employing a team of

Gas Safe qualified technicians,

Telephone: 01792 927598    tankertechltd@gmail.com    www.tankertech.co.uk

Hiab and Tanker drivers.  We are

able to provide a mobile

workshop, Hiab Vehicle, Mobile

re-valve vehicle and a secure

yard for vessel storage and

maintenance.

With over 25 Yrs experience we

offer a range of services for

both the domestic and

commercial market including:

• Vessel Installations and

Removals.  

• LPG Vessel exchanging, Vessel

Testing

• Vessel Inspections (10 yr and

20 Yr Inspections)

• Enhanced Vessel Inspections

• Filling Plant Installations and

Maintenance

• Emergency Call out facilities

• LPG Road Tanker repairs.

• Tank Refurbishment

• Road Tanker Annual Gas

Inspections

• Road Tanker 6 Year

Inspections

• Pipework Upgrades

• LPG Pipework Installation

(above and below ground)

• Ground and trench Work.

• Fusion Welding

Serving 
the LPG
industry25
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Universal Verification Ltd

(UVLtd) are delighted to

announce their latest venture as

the sole UK distributor for

Durulsan Makine LPG.

http://www.durulsan.com

Durulsan are a specialist

equipment supplier with

over 30 years’ experience

in the manufacture and

installation of LPG cylinder

filling and inspection

equipment, autogas filling

plants and accessories.

They currently supply

equipment to over 20

countries worldwide.

Scott Ingram,

Managing Director of

UVLtd states ‘This is

an exciting

opportunity to bring a

professional, well

established and

industry renowned

manufacturer into the

UK. We now have the

capability to provide

an unrivalled service

offering to UKLPG

members that includes

full life cycle support

package from concept,

design, install, commission,

training, maintenance and

inspection of the equipment

we supply.’ 

Telephone: +44 (0)1952 370011         enquiries@universal-verification.com      
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LPG vessel refurbishers and
fabricators of quality carbon steel
tanks, pressure vessels and general
steel fabrications.

VTF are the UK’s leading LPG

vessel refurbisher. We refurbish

vessels from 380L to 24000L

(12T). Our workshop is setup to

carry out internal and external

inspections, hydro testing,

ultrasonic inspection, shot

blasting and painting. We

specialise in ‘hot work’ (welding)

repairs and conversions /

modifications. Design appraisal

is sought from a Third Party

inspection authority to confirm

that all work is to the correct

design code.

VTF Limited produce quality

steel fabrications to a wide

range of customer requirements.

We are fabricators of welded

storage tanks and pressure

vessels in carbon steel. We also

manufacture general steel

fabrications from ladders and

walkways to framework and

fabricated beams and

bridgeworks.

At VTF we pride ourselves on

our high standards of quality

and workmanship. Our

commitment to customer

satisfaction is paramount and

embedded at every level

within the company, from

order placement to delivery

and end of contract

documentation.

Telephone: 01522 704865

www.vtfl.co.uk

LPG Specialists to the
Caravan Park Industry

We carry out design,

installation, testing, repairs and

upgrades of underground gas

pipework on multi-distribution

systems on caravan parks.

The company also offers an

underground leak detection

service using the latest flame

ionisation detection technology

incorporating GPS data and

event logging.

• Meters

• Regulators

• Valves

• Galv Work

Telephone: 01723 582221 or 0845 344 0228

enquiries@vanguardcaravanservices.co.uk

www.vanguardcaravanservices.co.uk



Wilson Gas Services has been

trading since 1990, we are

members of I.G.E.M. UKLPG

and Gas Safe.

We specialise in the design and

installation of gas systems for

caravan/lodge parks. Most of

our work involves upgrading

the units having LPG cylinders

to having a continuous supply

fed from central storage tanks.

We install the gas vessels on

behalf of the gas supplier and

electro fuse weld the pipework. 

Many of our clients include the

large corporate holiday park

owners such as Bourne Leisure 

(Haven Holidays), Park Dean,

Park Resorts, Park Leisure 2000,

The Haulfryn Group and 

Darwin Escapes (Holidays). 

Telephone: 01404 815280

wilsongas@btinternet.com

Specialists in the design and
installation of gas systems
for the leisure industry
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John Wigfull & Co. started

trading in 1952 and became a

private limited Company

during 1962. It is a small family

owned and managed

Company that carries out a

variety of specialist services

including pipework installation,

inspection, maintenance plus

consultancy work that can

include being an Expert

Witness.  

We have a particular expertise

with all types and sizes of LPG

installations and liquid

fuel/solvent systems.  In

addition to our installation

service we specialise in

maintenance, and

inspection/assessment of all

types of existing systems. 

Being independent from gas 

companies and equipment 

suppliers we can give impartial

advice and have knowledge of

a wide range of equipment.  In

addition we have invested in

modern equipment enabling

testing and evaluation both on

fixed installations and 

using our LPG 

test rig.

John Wigfull & Co. Ltd

Contact: Richard Wigfull     Telephone: 01 16 28 62 287      Email: wigfullr@btopenworld.com

E Q U I P M E N T  &  S E R V I C E S  M E M B E R S  A D V E R T O R I A L

JW



EnergyLink is
Wincanton’s flexible,
multi-user, bulk fuels
transportation solution.

Telephone: 0844 335 0502    getintouch@wincanton.co.uk

placed to support your ground

fuel, LPG or aviation needs. As

a customer, you will benefit

from partnering with a proven

supplier, with class-leading

health and safety performance,

providing a state of the art fleet,

with full track and trace

capability and a control tower

approach. This ensures you

always receive service

excellence, legal compliance,

fleet maintenance and cost

certainty for all of your fuel

delivery needs.

A flexible solution
built around you

With its extensive geographical

coverage and scalability to

meet peak demands, the

EnergyLink network is uniquely

28
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UKLPG's Codes of Practice, which provide guidance on best engineering and

safety practice, are amongst the most recognised in the LPG world. The Codes

cover transportation, storage, installation, operations and utilisation of LPG. They

have been developed by experts from within the industry in consultation with the

UK Health & Safety Executive and other government authorities.

For more information and to purchase visit 

www.uklpg.org/resources/codes-of-practice

Codes of
Practice



C O D E S  O F  P R A C T I C E

In order to help consumers select the appropriate fuel for their vehicles throughout

Europe, the European Union has agreed new labelling requirements for fuel dispensers

and fuel nozzles at fuel filling stations. As of 12th October 2018, a new unique and

harmonised set of fuel labels will appear across Europe.

The new labels are defined in the EN standard 16942 ‘Fuels - Identification of

vehicle compatibility - Graphical expression for consumer information’,

published in December 2016. They will give drivers better information on the

suitability of fuels for their vehicles wherever they travel in the EU, helping them to

avoid misfuelling and advising them of the environmental impact of their fuel choice.
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In order for

UKLPG Codes of

Practice to be

comprehensive, user friendly

and fit for purpose, UKLPG

invites various bodies to be

involved in the writing of a Code

which may include UK policy

makers, equipment

manufacturers, LPG suppliers,

installers and stakeholders.

UKLPG Codes contain in-depth

guidance on design and planning,

installation, commissioning, LPG

product delivery, competence

and training, operations and 

testing and inspection

of installations. Used widely in

many sectors and industries

across the UK that use LPG, more

recently the use of UKLPG Codes

has gained recognition and

popularity in countries such as

the USA, Canada, Hong Kong,

South Korea, the UAE and Israel.   

Since the last edition of Source

Magazine UKLPG has published

two new Codes of Practice:

Code of Practice 25: LPG

Central Storage and Distribution

Infrastructure for Multiple

Consumers 

The Scope of the Code was

widened to include

holiday & residential park

homes and the new

revision contains the

following areas:

• Update on regulations 

• Design & installation for

central bulk storage tanks in

metered estates &

residential and holiday parks

• Development planning

• Pipework design for multiple

transmission

• Recommended positioning of

utility apparatus 

• Minimum depth of cover &

trench width

• Minimum proximity distances

for meter housings

• Regulators 

• Consideration for water courses

• Testing, commissioning and

maintenance of the whole

installation 

• Records and extensions to

existing pipework

Revised UK    
29

EU fuel labelling: clearer information for
consumers and operators

LPG
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Code of Practice 10: The Use of

LPG in Containers Installed on

Mobile Equipment

This Code was prepared in

consultation with the Road Safety

Marking Association and the

British Association of Balloon

Operators to provide guidance on

the design, inspection, installation,

and maintenance of containers

and its associated fittings and

pipework on mobile equipment. 

The Code brings in all applications

which use containers installed in

mobile equipment including road

marking vehicles, road

building and maintenance

machinery and the

agricultural sector &

includes applications

such as weed

burners. 

CoP10 covers pressure

vessels and cylinders

and gives guidance on

customer refillable cylinder design

as well as exchangeable cylinder

design and its valves. There is

updated reference to regulation

as well as users/operators’ 

responsibilities. Storage,

commissioning, testing 

and refuelling is also 

covered in the Code, as 

well as instructions and 

training.

For more information, 

please visit

www.uklpg.org/resources

 LPG Codes of Practice

The Safe Load Pass inspections

forms are currently being field

tested by LPG suppliers. UKLPG

has instigated fortnightly reviews

with stakeholders with a view to launch in

May 2019. For more information, please contact

Richard Hakeem. 

LPG Safe 
Load Pass 
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replaced before they enter into

a new contractual supply. 

In preparation for the 2020

deadline when all steel

pipework will need to have

been replaced, UKLPG will

meet with HSE in May 2019 to

review the situation. In the

interim period, UKLPG will

need to submit figures on the

remaining steel pipework at

commercial premises to the

HSE to confirm that progress

is being made ahead of the

deadline.   

For more information, please

contact Richard Hakeem. 

For those domestic

customers who are unwilling

to upgrade their steel

pipework,

UKLPG

has

developed

a standard

letter for

LPG suppliers

to use which

has been

endorsed by

the Health and

Safety Executive

(HSE). At a meeting with the

HSE in April, it was confirmed

that any new customers must

have their steel pipework

Pipework replacement
Cylinder Valve –
17T Thread
Requirements 
(IIS 036)
UKLPG has published a

new Industry Information

Sheet for members. IIS

036 has been issued to

record the dimensions and

requirements of cylinder

valve 17T threads which

are used in some cylinders

with small ‘bung’ valve

connections. The

information was previously

contained in UKLPG Code

of Practice 15 part 2. 

IIS036 is available in the

members’ area of the

UKLPG website

www.uklpg.org/members
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of the public affairs and

communications strategy in

order to ensure maximum

impact from all

engagement activity and

publicity. They further

commended the use of

multiple channels of

communication which

included parliamentary

events, targeted political

messaging in online and

Westminster print press,

online energy industry and

consumer press articles,

social media engagement

and a promotional video. 

UKLPG receives Liquid Gas
Europe’s Advocacy Award 
UKLPG has been announced

as the proud winners of

Liquid Gas Europe’s National

LPG Association Advocacy

Award 2018. 

Each year Liquid Gas

Europe presents an

award to the most

innovative advocacy

campaigns delivered

by national

associations, and

UKLPG’s successful

campaign ‘Gas for

Off-Grid Britain’ beat

contenders from 5

Customers are increasingly

relying on LPG-trained

installers to provide valuable

insight and knowledge about the

range of benefits this versatile,

cleaner fuel option can offer off-

grid households and are looking

to them to provide expert advice

and guidance on how to make

the straightforward switch from

high carbon oil heating to LPG. 

UKLPG has launched a new

‘Installer Membership’ category,

equipping installers with the

knowledge and information to

service a broader range of rural

customers.

By joining UKLPG, LPG

installers will be promoted to

homeowners via the postcode

search facility on the UKLPG

website. Plus installers are able

to access material supporting

the role that LPG can play in

meeting the UK’s off-grid

energy demand. Installers will

also receive a sticker for their

van as well as a copy 

of Source 

magazine.

For more information, 

please visit 

uklpg.org/installers 

other European countries to

take the title. 

The aim of UKLPG’s 2017

lobbying and communications

programme was to promote

the advantages of

LPG over its high

carbon competitor

fuels coal and oil, and

secure policy

decisions that can

support market

growth. 

The panel of judges

praised the alignment

Installer membership of UKLPG for
Gas Safe registered engineers

Installer
member
the trade association for 

the UK LPG industry

www.uklpg.org
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The Health & Safety Executive

(HSE) has declared 2019 to be

the year for operators of

COMAH establishments to

demonstrate leadership.  

HSE interventions on leadership

will commence in January 2019

and to assist operators with

their preparations the HSE will

be publishing a new operational

delivery guide on this strategic

priority.

UKLPG has sat on the working

group that developed the guide

which has been designed for all

operational staff within the

Competent Authority (CA)

including the HSE Chemicals,

Explosives and Microbiological

Hazards Division, Office for

Nuclear Regulation,

Environment Agency, Scottish

Environment Protection Agency

and Natural Resources Wales.

The purpose of the guide is to

encourage strong leadership

and to prevent major accidents

in major hazard industries. It

sets out a framework for:

• inspecting aspects of major

hazard leadership at senior

levels in companies; and

• investigating leadership

failures at senior levels

following a major accident. 

New COMAH Operational
Delivery Guide –
Major Hazard Leadership

The guide may also be used by

non-COMAH sites in respect of

good leadership practice.

Inspection
The guide provides CA

inspectors with a tool for

assessing whether the boards

or senior managers of duty

holders can demonstrate

effective leadership

arrangements when

benchmarked against legislative

requirements, including

COMAH, and established

industry standards for major

hazard control. 

The approach is designed to

improve major hazard

leadership by focusing on

tangible elements of good

major hazard leadership rather

than leadership as a whole.

Proportionality
The guide states that major

hazard duty holders will be

subject to a level of regulatory

scrutiny that is proportionate to

their risks and performance,

including scrutiny of major

hazard leadership within the

organisation. 

The HSE has advised that

interventions will take account

of the size and complexity of

the organisation. 

Major Hazard
Leadership
Inspection Tool
The guide will contain a Major

Hazard Leadership Inspection

Tool which is based on

established guidance,

incorporating key aspects of

several industry-led documents

and lessons from recent major

hazard incidents, including: 

1. The eight principles of major

hazard leadership developed

by the Process Safety

Leadership Group (PSLG), a

joint industry and regulators

group formed in 2007

following the Buncefield

incident

2. OECD Corporate Governance

for Process Safety - Guidance

For Senior Leaders In High

Hazard Industries

3. Lessons from BP Texas City,

Deepwater Horizon, and other

major incidents including

those from other industries,

such as Nimrod

In November, new UKLPG Chief

Executive Peter Westwood will

be taking over from Richard

Hakeem on the COMAH

Strategic Forum where future

intervention policies will be

discussed. 
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Wouldn't it be

great to have all

your smartphone

features available

also in Ex areas?

That's exactly what

the top modern

i.safe IS520.1 offers

you!

The IS520.1 is an

industrial smartphone with

current technology. It combines

modern design, updated

technology and robustness of

an industrial product. Delivered

including battery, USB cable

i.safe PROTECTOR, EU charger,

quick start manual and safety

instructions.

Approved for use in hazardous

areas (Zone 1/21, Division 1), the

intrinsically safe IS520.1 helps

simplify and streamline the way

workers in hazardous industries

operate and interact with each

other, their remote experts and

their back-end systems.

Fast 4G/WiFi/Bluetooth data

transmission enables more

effective ways of working,

better and faster decision-

making and more collaboration

between workers.

With advanced features such as

an extremely good loud

speaker, a powerful battery,

water and dust resistance and a

sturdy touch screen that can be

viewed in direct sunlight and

easily used with dirty or

wet work gloves, the

IS520.1 is designed to be

used under the roughest

of working conditions.

Features

• AndroidTM 7.1

• 4G (LTE)

• Bluetooth® 4.1 LE

• Near Field Communication

• 4,5" display (11.43 cm)

• Capacitive touchscreen

• 2 cameras: 8 MP rear camera

with autofocus and 2 MP front

camera

• MicroSD-card slot up to 32 GB

• Quick charge

• Optional: Lone Worker

Protection & Push to Talk

(application of another

provider needed)

• Possibility for approvals in

North America and Russia

(requested)

• IP68 certified (waterproof 1

hour up to 2 m, impervious to

dust and microparticles)

• Drop-protection, tested

against extreme temperatures,

barometric pressure, humidity

and vibrations

• Amplified loudspeaker

For more information:

Please visit

www.kcprosupply.com or email

Richard Smith at

rsmith@kcprosupplyuk.com 

Working efficiently in
hazardous areas
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According to legendary

biologist Charles Darwin, the

survival of the fittest consists

on the ability of entities to

transform themselves to be

“better designed for an

immediate, local environment”.

This adaptation is especially

important in highly competitive

environments. 

Liquid Gas Europe leaves little

room for doubt on what the

Association does and which

sector it represents. Secondly, and

in accordance with the Darwinist

approach of adaptation, the name

AEGPL was a historical

inheritance that needed to be

revisited, from a time when the

Association was based in France.

Today, the Association is

international, it is European, and

based in the center of Europe

where the working language is

effectively English. It therefore

makes sense to use a name that

can be understood anywhere in

Europe where business people

and decision makers conduct their

affairs in the English language.

Parallel to the change of name,

the European LPG Association

has also gone through a complete

Which is what happened

recently in Brussels, where the

European LPG Association

changed its long-lasting name of

AEGPL and, back in May,

became Liquid Gas Europe. This

process of modernisation

through a change in name

allows us to be better

understood in the competitive

Brussels environment and

increases the impact of the

messages we push.

It is interesting to understand

the reasons behind the changes.

First and foremost, the time for

acronyms is now gone. The

purpose and objectives of an

Association are much better

delivered by using words in its

name rather than expecting

stakeholders to be familiar with

undecipherable acronyms.

global 
gas

gathering

The European LPGAssociation,A   

By By António Neves
Costa & Clara Guillén

Over the next four pages we’ve
‘sourced’ LPG news and views from
around the globe...

International
membership
of UKLPG
Did you know that UKLPG offers

international membership for

companies and associations

based outside of the UK? 

Benefits include technical advice,

discounts on Codes of Practice

and events, plus additional

promotional opportunities. 

For more information on

membership of UKLPG, please

visit uklpg.org/about/become-a-

member.  
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 EGPL, is now Liquid Gas Europe!
the versatility of the industry, in

particular the wide variety of

areas (colours) that work

together (mosaic).You can find

our new visual identity and the

new logo of Liquid Gas Europe

on our new website:

www.liquidgaseurope.eu 

Of course, such radical changes –

especially after 50 years! – were

only possible through a process

of deep cooperation and

pragmatism. It has been

fundamental for Liquid Gas

Europe to have the support

of its members and to

engage them in the

process of

brainstorming and

development of ideas.

The culmination of

this effort took place

in Brussels, on the 6th

of September, at the LPG

Summer Party, the official launch

of the new name and identity.

Friends of the association; EU

personalities from the institutions

and stakeholders from all over

Europe were present at this

gathering in order to celebrate

the 50 years of work of the

Association, and its

representation of the European

LPG industry. 

2018 has been a year filled with

emotions. At the same time as

we celebrate our 50th

Anniversary, we took a complete

renovation of our visual identity.

We now feel even more ready to

adapt to all the challenges

coming our way in the next 50

years – at least!

overhaul of its image and visual

identity. After working together

with experts, and tapping on the

input from its members, we have

taken the decision to adopt a

new logo. This image aims at

representing the features of the

Association and the European

LPG sector in general: dynamic;

cooperative; innovative; modern;

and positive! We also believe that 

our colourful logo incorporates

WLPGA Global
Technology
Conference

The WLPGA Global

Technology

Conference (GTC)

is the opportunity

each year for the

LPG industry to

showcase the latest

innovation in the LPG value

chain, from the production well

throughout the storage,

handling and distribution chain,

through to the consumer. And in

2019 the GTC is coming to

Europe!

GTC2019 will be held in

Amsterdam during the 32nd

World LPG Forum &

European Congress on 24th

September 2019. 

The call for abstracts will be

announced soon but if you

have any technology that you

are prepared to showcase in

Amsterdam next year please

contact David Tyler now on

dtyler@wlpga.org or Nikos

Xydas on nxydas@wlpga.org

who will provide more details

on how to submit your

abstract. The best paper

presented at GTC2019 will

win the coveted WLPGA

award.

UKLPG to present at
Argus European LPG
Markets conference

UKLPG’s Peter Westwood will be

hosting a roundtable at the

Argus European LPG Markets

conference to be held in London

from 3rd - 5th December 2018.

The roundtable, entitled ‘The

Government’s clean growth

strategy – preparing for expansion

of the UK LPG industry’ will be

held on the afternoon of Tuesday

4th December. 

For more information or to book

your place, visit argusmedia.com.

Please note that UKLPG members

receive a 10% discount on the price. 
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global 
gas

gathering

WLPGA held a hugely successful

World Forum in Houston last

month, returning to the US four

years after the Miami Forum in

2014.  Looking ahead, the 2019

World LPG Forum will take place in

Amsterdam next October. 

At the Houston Forum, WLPGA

launched a significant new

communications piece, a film

entitled ‘The LPG Story’. The film,

freely available from the WLPGA

For more information on WLPGA,

follow us on Twitter

@ExceptionalNRG and on

Facebook , search for ‘Exceptional

Energy’. 

News from the World LPG
Association (WLPGA)

By Alison Abbott, WLPGA

website (www.wlpga.org) is a

back-to-basics overview of the

sources of LPG, its uses, key

benefits and LPG in the future.

The video is intended for policy-

makers, media and anyone

wishing to learn more about this

exceptional energy. The 15 minute

documentary compliments the

successful Charter of Benefits,

and again the full Charter of

Benefits toolkit is available online

on the WLPG website. 

 L PG
EXCEPT IONAL

ENERGY

 

South Staffs Industries Ltd perform the periodic
inspection and requalification of LPG cylinders to
EN1440:2008+A1:2012 and ammonia, nitrogen and
refrigerant gas cylinders to EN1803:2002.

SSI are accredited by UKAS as a Type A Inspection
Body (0379) in accordance with ISO/IEC 17020:2012.

SSI are appointed by the UK Competent Authority as a:
� 

A Notified body for the periodic inspection of
transportable pressure equipment in accordance
with CDG Regulation 22 & CDGNI Regulation 18.
Identification number 1763.

� 
An Appointed Person for the approval of old
pressure receptacles in accordance with CDG
Regulation 14 and CDGNI Regulation 11.

Contact:
W: www.southstaffsindustries.com
E: chris@southstaffsindustries.com
E: ryan@southstaffsindustries.com
T: 0121 522 2373
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2018 has already proved a

stellar year for this key

worldwide network.  

WINLPG has welcomed senior

figures as ambassadors

including Minister Dharmendra

Pradhan, Indian Minister of

Petroleum & Natural Gas,

lending his full support to the

network. 

WINLPG also launched the

‘Woman of the Year’ Award

and the winner was announced in

Houston. See the article below.

National chapters of WINLPG

enable the network to do more

in-depth and focussed work

within a geographical area and, to

this end, WINLPG launched two

new national chapters this year.

The US Women in Propane

network officially became a

national chapter enabling a much

wider reach within the US, and

recently Alison Abbott, WLPGA

Communications Director,

launched the first Latin

American national chapter in

Bogota, Colombia. 

We continue to welcome new

members and if you are

interested in learning more

please contact us at

winlpg@wlpga.org. Please

also connect with us on

Facebook (Women in LPG

Global Network) and Twitter

@WINLPG.

  

Women in LPG 
Global Network (WINLPG)

G L O B A L  G A S  G A T H E R I N G

WINLPG is delighted that Ms Lesieli Taviri
has been announced as the winner of the
inauguralWoman of the Year Award. 

Lesieli Taviri is the General

Manager of Origin LPG in

Papua New Guinea (PNG),

one of the largest providers

of LPG in the Pacific Region.

Having moved to PNG in Year

11, Lesieli went on to complete

her Bachelor of Computer

Science at the PNG University

of Technology and worked in

IT for 8 years before moving

into the energy sector. Driven

by a keen commercial interest

from her early 20s, Lesieli

aspired to become head of an

organisation. Today, she’s one

of the most prominent

business leaders in PNG, and

recently won the 2014

Outstanding Woman of the

Year Award. Congratulations

Lesieli! 

The runner-up was announced as

Jessica Alderman, Director of

Communications at Envirofit

International, USA.

The awards process attracted

considerable interest in the global

WINLPG community, and

WINLPG would like to thank

every single individual who took

part in the award process as

there were some inspirational

women nominated. Forty

candidates were nominated

which was narrowed

down to a shortlist of five

exceptional candidates. A

panel of senior members

from the LPG industry

voted to establish the

winner.

An honourable mention

also goes to the other three

finalists: Ayse Bilgin, Supply

Chain Director at Aygaz,

Turkey; Mary Coughlin,

Global BioLPG Product

Manager at SHV

Energy/Calor, Ireland, and

Agnieska Stochmal, Sales &

Marketing Director at

Amerigas Polska, Poland.

Photograph shows Ms Lesieli Taviri (left), and (right L-
R) Ms Amber Fennell, Origin Australia accepting the
award on Ms Taviri’s behalf and Ms Jessica Alderman
receiving her runner up certificate in Houston during
the World LPG Forum.
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global 
gas

gathering
UKLPG attended the annual CEN

Technical Committee 181 meeting

in May which is responsible for EN

standards relating to dedicated

LPG appliances.  The applications

in which the standards cover

include domestic flueless space

heaters, catalytic heaters,

barbecues, cooking appliances for

outdoor use and patio heaters,

small non-domestic space heaters,

appliances operating at vapour

pressure, camping appliances,

refrigerating appliances, space and

water heating appliances for use in

vehicles and boats, hoses, nozzles,

hose connectors and hose

assemblies, high and low pressure

regulators, change over devices

and adaptors. 

As the standards are 

concerned with appliance 

design, UKLPG will continue to

participate in the TC181 plenary

meeting in order to address issues

that could potentially have a

negative impact on the UK

industry. UKLPG members

participate in the BSI GSE/024

(mirror committee) where the

standards are discussed and issues

reported to UKLPG for escalation

to the plenary. The following new

European Standards have been

published:

EN12493:2013+A2:2018 - LPG

equipment and accessories -

Welded steel pressure vessels for

LPG road tankers - Design and

manufacture 

EN 1440:2016 +A1:2018 - LPG

equipment and accessories -

Transportable refillable traditional

welded and brazed steel Liquefied

Petroleum Gas (LPG) cylinders -

Periodic inspection 

EN 16728:2016+A1:2018 - LPG

equipment and accessories -

Transportable refillable LPG

cylinders other than welded and

brazed steel cylinders - Periodic

inspection revisions 

For more information, please

contact Richard Hakeem. 

European Technical
Standards Update 

Refurbishment of LPG pressure vessels, 380 litres
to 12 tonne.
Turn Around Check through to Thorough
Examination.

All hot work modifications and repairs can be
carried out, including underground conversions.

Welding, hydro testing, inspection work and NDT
certified by qualified personnel.

Shot blasting and coating in our purpose-built workshop.  We are
now fabricating LPG cylinder cages/cabinets with delivery available

throughout the UK.

We also fabricate new pressure vessels and storage tanks, either to existing designs or bespoke projects, to
the client's specifications, fabricated in mild steel.

General steel fabrications, including walkways, ladders, etc. 15,000 sq ft workshop with 10t overhead crane.

VTF Limited  Tel: 01522 704865   Email: enquiries@vtfl.co.uk   www.vtfl.co.uk

LPG Vessel
Refurbishment



(FCO),

the Treasury 
department (HMT) and BEIS to

raise our concerns about the

policy and the impact that it

could have on the off-grid

Earlier this year, the European

Commission released a

proposal revising the EU

Directive on VAT rates. 

The proposal includes the

removal of Member

States’ powers to apply

a lower rate of VAT to

LPG sold in cylinders.

Should this proposal go

ahead, this would mean

that the VAT rate of 5%

currently applied to LPG

cylinders in the UK (if smaller

than 50kg not intended for

resale, when less than 20 are

supplied) would increase to the

standard rate of 20%. 

In response to this proposal

UKLPG wrote to the Foreign

and Commonwealth Office

energy market. UKLPG also

enlisted the support of the

British Holiday and Homes

Park Association

(BH&HPA) as this

association represents a

sector that will be

impacted considerably

by this policy.

UKLPG has now

received a response from

Rt Hon Mel Stride MP at

HMT which states that the

Government has no desire to

enact a directive which would

result in an increase in energy

costs for consumers.  This

should be considered a

positive response from HMT

for the time being and UKLPG

will continue to monitor the

situation closely.  

UKLPG met with

representatives of the

Environment Agency (EA) in

April and a new lead contact,

Paul Wright, was introduced.

Highlights of the meeting are

as follows:

• UKLPG’s main objective is to

work with the EA to achieve a

consistent regulatory

approach from EA inspectors

• Following the UKLPG

submission to the EA

consultation which was

broadly in line with that

submitted from the Chemical

industry and UKPIA, 60% of

sites have now been

removed from the lowest risk

category. However UKLPG is

yet to be advised on how

many were LPG sites.

• A new sector level EA liaison

group will be set up to

enable a closer working

relationship between UKLPG

and the EA where LPG

specific topics can be

discussed in more detail.

Additionally a sub-sector

group will be established

with the LPG industry.

Through this initiative the

LPG industry will be able to

input into EA inspector

training.

• Flood Preparedness is a HSE

Strategic Topic & a new

Delivery Guide was circulated

to UKLPG members for

comment

For more information, please

contact Richard Hakeem.

Environment Agency Update

VAT on LPG Cylinders
40
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We would like to welcome the

following new full members to

UKLPG:

C.D.S. Computer Design

Systems Ltd

Market leading innovators, CDS,

have been developing

distribution software for the

downstream Oil and LPG

industries for over 45 years.

Covol Engineering Ltd

Covol’s team of electrical

engineers offer design and

analysis expertise to ensure

customer’s electrical systems are

safe, reliable and fit for purpose.

We hope you enjoyed this

edition of ‘Source’ from

UKLPG.  If you would like to

advertise please contact Lucy

Cook lucy.cook@uklpg.org 

If you would like any more

information on any of the

content covered please

contact us at:

Email: mail@uklpg.org   

Telephone: 01926 513 750

Contact Details

New MembersDiary 
Dates

Peter Westwood 
Chief Executive
Email: peter.westwood@uklpg.org 
Tel. 01926 513751

Richard Hakeem 
Director of Technical and Safety Policy
Email: richard.hakeem@uklpg.org 
Tel. 01926 513797

Lucy Cook 
Communications Manager
Email: lucy.cook@uklpg.org 
Tel. 01926 513755

Sophia Haywood  
Public Affairs Manager
Email: sophia.haywood@uklpg.org 
Tel. 01926 513752

Mike Chapman
Autogas Manager
Email: mike.chapman@uklpg.org 
Tel. 07775 941001

Becki Johnson 
Office Coordinator
Email: becki.johnson@uklpg.org
Tel. 01926 513750 

Dec
2018

T H E  I N F O . . .

Source
News and views for the LPG industry in the UK   

Argus European LPG Markets

conference, London

3rd - 5th December 2018 

UKLPG Board meeting  

10th January 2019

UKLPG Off-Grid Energy Team

10th January 2019

BCGA Conference, Manchester

11th April 2019

UKLPG Annual Conference,

Manchester  

2nd May 2019

World LPG Forum & Liquid Gas

Europe Congress, Amsterdam

24th – 26th September 2019

Universal Verification Ltd

Experienced providers of

auditing, engineering

inspection, technical

assistance, verification and

certification services to

industry. 

We would also like to

welcome new affiliate

members to UKLPG:

Guardian Industries UK Ltd

Midland Fire Protection

Services 

Jan
2019

May2019
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Full members
Gas members
Andy's Gas  
Autogas Ltd  
Avanti Gas Ltd  
Bata Ltd  
BDS Fuels  
Bywater LP Gas  
Callow Gas  
Calor Gas Ltd  
Calor Gas Northern Ireland Limited  
Cambrian Gas Ltd  
Cardiff Gas Ltd  
Carver Gases  
Cheshire Gas  
Coleman UK PLC  
Energas Limited  
Equal Response Ltd  
Flogas Britain Limited
Flogas Northern Ireland  
Four Seasons Fuel Ltd  
Gaulds Gas  
Gleaner Oil & Gas Ltd  
International Energy Group  
J Gas Ltd  

LPG Direct Ltd   
Northern LPG Supplies  
Nova Gas
Park Gas  
Phillips 66  
Portable Gas Supplies  
Premier LPG Ltd  
Rectory Gas Supplies  
Rose Gas Ltd  
Scotia Gas Networks  
Warrior Gas Ltd  

Equipment & services
members

Alfons Haar Ltd  
BES Ltd  
Bullfinch (Gas Equipment) Ltd  
Caravan and Motorhome Club  
Cavagna Group UK Ltd
C.D.S. Computer Design Systems Ltd  
Clesse UK Ltd  
Continental Product Engineering  
Covol Engineering Ltd
Elaflex Ltd  
Finch Consulting  

GAS IT  
Gastite UK  
ITO Europe Ltd  
John Wigfull & Co Ltd  
KC ProSupply Ltd  
Lakeland Tankers Ltd  
ManntekAB  
Meridian Electrical Eastern Ltd    
ND Brown LTD
North West Refurb  
OAMPS Hazardous Industries  
Old Park Engineering  
OmegaFlex Ltd  
Orange County Ltd  
Petrotec Services  
Pressure Vessel Services Ltd  
Proteus Equipment Ltd  
R & H Cato Ltd  
South Staffs Industries Ltd  
Synergy Asset Services Ltd  
Tankertech Ltd  
Universal Verification Ltd
Vanguard Caravan Services Ltd  
VTF Ltd  
Westfield Services UK Ltd 
Wilson Gas Services  
Wincanton  

Affiliate members
ABS Plumbing Ltd  
Ayton Gas Management Ltd  
Caraconnect Limited
Express Pipework Systems
FG Gas Engineering Ltd  
Focus Consultants
Fuel Gas Safety Regulator    

Gas Con Ltd  
Gas Safe Consultants Ltd  
Guardian Industries UK Ltd
HATS Heating Ltd  
Ibstock Brick Limited  
J D Lindley  
LPG Inspection Services 
LPG Training 
Midland Fire Protection Services
MNLPG  

MOD Defence Safety Authority - 
Fuel Gas Safety Regulator
Proactive Gas Safety Ltd  
Samia Haddad Independent LPG Consultancy
Sharp-Fire & Rescue Ltd  
South West Peninsular Training Ltd.   
Trimetals Ltd  
Warwickshire College Group  

Team up with us at the
U K L P G  A N N U A L  C O N F E R E N C E

THE MIDLAND HOTEL  MANCHESTER – 2ND MAY 2019






